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Web5 Theorem3.8. Let R be a ring with

Web22 EXEMPLAR PROBLEMS –

identityand a;b 2 R.Ifais a unit, then the equations

MATHEMATICS (iv) Multiplication of two real

ax = b and ya=b have unique solutions in R. Proof. x

functions Let f: X → R and g: x → R be any two

= a−1b and y = ba−1 are solutions: check!

real functions, where X ⊆ R.Then product of these

Uniqueness works as in Theorem 3.7, using the

two functions i.e. f g: X → R is defined by (f g ) (x)

inverse for cancellation: ifz is another solution to ax

= f (x) g (x) ∀ x ∈ X.(v) Quotient of two real

= b,thenaz = b = a(a−1b). Multiply on the left by a−1

function Let f and g be two real functions defined

to get z = a−1az = …

from X → R.The quotient of f by g ...
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WebIf Ais a square n nmatrix, then the identity
matrix I n nhas the special property that: AI= IA=

Weband, in the second,; trig identity EXAMPLE 2

A (14) NB: Iis the equivalent of 1 in scalar

Norms Find the norm of each function in the

arithmetic i.e. 1 2 = 2 1 = 2. Transpose, AT: If Ais a

orthogonal set given in Example 1. SOLUTION For

n mmatrix then the transpose of A, denoted AT, is a

f 0(x) 1 we have, from (3), f 0 (x) 2 so f 0(x) For f

m n matrix found by swapping rows and columns

n(x) cos nx, n 0, it follows that f n (x) 2 Thus for n

of A, e.g. if A= 2 6 4 1 3 6 0 1 4 3 7 5 AT = 2 6 6 ...

0, f n(x) Any orthogonal set of nonzero functions {f
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WebThe solution of du=dt D Au is changing with

Web46 Solutionsto Exercises 10 The only subspaces

time— growing or decaying or oscillating. We can’t

are (a) the plane with b 1 = 2 (d) the linear

ﬁnd it by elimination. This chapter enters a new

combinations of v and w (e) the plane with b 1 +b 2

part of linear algebra, based on Ax D x. All matrices

+ b 3 = 0. 11 (a) All matrices a b 0 0 (b) All matrices

in this chapter are square. A goodmodel comesfrom

a a 0 0 (c) All diagonal matri-ces. 12

the powers A;A2;A3;:::of a matrix. Supposeyou need

Fortheplanex+y−2z = 4, thesum of (4 ,0 0)and (0 4 is

the hundredth power A100. The starting ...

not on the plane. (The key is that this plane does
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not go through (0,0,0).)

number. A number has an inverse if it is not zero—

Math 123 Boolean Algebra Chapter - 11 Boolean
Algebra
Web11.3 Fundamental Concepts of Boolean Algebra:

WebNote 6 A diagonal matrix has an inverse

Boolean algebra is a logical algebra in which

provided no diagonal entries are zero: If A D 2 6 4

symbols are used to represent logic levels. Any

d1::: dn 3 7 5 then A 1 D 2 6 4 1=d1::: 1=dn 3 7 5:

symbol can be used, however, letters of the alphabet

Example 1 The 2 by 2 matrix A D 12 12 is not

are generally used. Since the logic levels are

invertible. It fails the test in Note 5, because ad bc

generally associated with the symbols 1 and 0,

equals 2 2 D 0. It fails the test in Note 3, because Ax

whatever letters are used as variables that can
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Web7. Rafael Bombelli authored l’Algebra (1572,

Weband multiplication by the identity matrix

and 1579), a set of three books. Bombelli introduces a

leaves the matrix unchanged. The zero and identity

notation for √ −1, and calls it “piu´ di meno”. The

matrices play the role of the numbers zero and one

discussion of cubics in l’Algebra follows Cardano, but

in matrix multiplication. For example, the two-by-

now the casus irreducibilis is fully discussed.

two zero and identity matrices are given by 0 = 0 0

Bombelli considered the equation x3 = 15x+4 for

0 0!, I = 1 0 0 1!. A diagonal matrix has its only

which the Cardan formula gives ...

nonzero elements on the diagonal. For example, a ...
2.5 Inverse Matrices - Massachusetts Institute of
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Webidentity matrix—which does nothing to a
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vector, so A−1Ax = x. But A−1 might not exist.
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What a matrix mostly does is to multiply a vector x.
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Multiplying Ax = b by A−1 gives A−1Ax =A−1b.

Equations with Variables on Both Sides Solve each

This is x A−1b. The product A−1A is like

equation, if possible. If there is no solution, write "no

multiplying by a number and then dividing by that

solution"; if it is the identity situation,

2.5 Inverse Matrices - Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
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